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Abstract

According to the advance of the Internet and development of information technologies, people tend toward establishing virtual communities and asserting their opinions. To build virtual community, most important things are how they can make the community and carry their points in a cyberspace. We can consider many approaches to achieve these goals. The most useful approaches are that we can think peer-to-peer (simply P2P) system as a tool for establishing the community on the Internet, and the Internet voting can be regarded as the way to assert their opinions. However, P2P and the Internet voting system are hesitated people about many security problems. Particularly, authentication problems are considered an important issue. Through this thesis, we propose two mechanisms for efficient authentication: adaptive authentication for P2P system and extension of votopia[29] based on adaptive authentication.

The technology of communication among people on the Internet was previously focused on the server-oriented system, but recently changed into a kind of distributed computing, P2P systems which can not only be applied to instant messaging, collaborate computing, etc., but also
be considered the foundation for binding people. Like a real face-to-face trust relationship, each peer with complicated trust relationship faced complex security problems. Especially, an authentication problem among peers will be an important issue. Although P2P network must not only provide pseudonymity but also satisfy strong authentication in case that a peer does business transaction with another one, most of current P2P services just adopt a weak authentication method using pseudonym and password. Hence, we propose an Adaptive Authentication Protocol based on Reputation (AAPR) which can satisfy requirements ranging from pseudonymity to strong authentication based on certificate. Also we consider the context-dependent reputation concept and the minimization of certificate issuing cost by using different type of certificate under the concept of zero-dollar cost certificate if required.

The Internet voting for aggregating people’s opinion becomes new challenging area in cryptographic application. A variety of schemes are designed and implemented based on cryptographic protocols. One of best practices was the votopia which was successfully served into the Internet voting based on modified Ohkubo et al.’s scheme[39] under Public Key Infrastructure (PKI) and Java technology. The votopia was used to select the Most Valuable Player and Best Goal Keepers of 2002 FIFA World Cup Korea/Japan™ through the Internet where most voters can access and cast their ballots from any place and at any time. However, the votopia assumed that the resources of the Internet voters only connected via wired environment and specific certificate issued by votopia’s Certificate Authority (CA). In this thesis, we suggest how to extend votopia to general Internet voting with adaptive authentication ranging from the Internet polling to plebiscite, and also we expand votopia into mobile device which has limited computing resources.
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$P_x(m)$ : $x$’s public key encryption to message $m$.

$S_x(m)$ : $x$’s private key signature to message $m$.

$r_x$ : random numbers of $x$.

$K_x$ : $x$’s session key.

$CK$ : set of community keys, where $CK = \{CK_1, CK_2, \ldots, CK_l\}$.

$CK_x$ : $x$’s subset of $CK \equiv CK_x \subset CK$.

$MAC(CK, m)$ : keyed Message Authentication Code.
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I. Introduction

1.1 Overview

According to the advance of the Internet and development of information technologies, people tend toward establishing virtual communities and asserting their opinions. To build virtual community, most important things are how they can make the community and carry their points in a cyberspace. We can consider many approaches to achieve these goals. The most useful approaches are that we can think peer-to-peer (simply P2P) system as a tool for establishing the community on the Internet, and the Internet voting can be regarded as the way to assert their opinions. However, P2P and the Internet voting system are hesitated people about many security problems. Particularly, authentication problems are considered an important issue. Through this thesis, we propose two systems to solve authentication problem: adaptive authentication for P2P system and extension of votopia[29] based on adaptive authentication.

1.2 Adaptive Authentication Protocol for P2P System

These days, the Internet exhibits three valuable characteristics. Compared with the environment of the Internet for previous years, it is rapidly growing in terms of the amount of information exchanged, the capacity of bandwidth and the power of computing resource. First of all, massive information is flowing via network. Second, the network bandwidth is increasing. Lastly, the power of computing resources are
growing. So the Internet needs a new paradigm, that is different from existing one such as server oriented paradigm, which can handle three characteristics well.

A new peer-to-peer (simply P2P) system has been attracted a focus of public attention. The services on the Internet were previously focused on the server-oriented system, but recently changed into a kind of distributed computing, P2P systems which can be applied to instant messaging, collaborate computing, etc. SETI@home[46] have empowered millions of users to contribute their computing powers to work on a common computational analysis. An instant messaging services have enabled users to communicate and collaborate instantly with their peers on the Internet or the intranet. And a file sharing service embodied by applications like Napster[37], Gnutella[22], etc. has offered a compelling and intuitive way for the Internet users to find and share resources directly with others. A peer can have both client and server processes at the same time. The P2P computing[41] is direct sharing of computing resources and services between peers in arbitrary network. Such a P2P computing can be categorized largely into pure P2P and hybrid P2P[40]. The former is that all peers have the same capability and responsibility to build symmetric communications. The latter is that some servers can facilitate the interaction between the peers even if they perform the interaction directly.

Most of current P2P services have security problems which play an obstacle to practical use. Like a real face-to-face trust relationship, each peer which has a complicated trust relationship is entangled in complex security problems. Especially, an authentication problem among peers will be an important issue. Although P2P network must not only provide pseudonymity but also satisfy with strong authentication in case that a peer does business transaction with another one, most of current P2P services just adopt a weak authentication method using pseudonym
and password[37, 27, 25, 36, 1] or does not support any cryptographic authentication[46, 22, 15, 28]. Furthermore, the Groove Network[23] provides public key based strong authentication mechanism. However, this mechanism both needs a central server that provides directory service for retrieving user’s public key every time and does not have a legal force that can control and settle a dispute. Even if Fahrenholtz et al. [18] proposed a strong authentication mechanism and a reputation management for P2P system, they did not cope with server oriented paradigm and also did not support pseudonymity and minimizing the cost of issuing certificate. Therefore, those are not suitable to serious P2P commercial transaction which can occur in the near future such as exchanging valuable information of knowledge, applying e-commerce, etc. And also those do not satisfy requirements like pseudonymity which are required in trivial services.

In this thesis, we propose an adaptive authentication protocol based on reputation(AAPR) which can satisfy requirements ranging from pseudonymity to strong authentication based on certificate without particular server. Also we consider the context-dependent reputation concept and minimizing the cost of issuing certificate due to different type of certificate used under the concept of zero-dollar cost certificate if required. The zero-dollar cost certificate does not need a price which imposes the cost on issuing certificate by a legal Certificate Authority(CA) except for the cost of processing power which is necessary in the time for generating and signing certificate.

1.3 Extension of Votopia

Voting is one of efficient methods for decision making in any society. The research on electronic voting through the Internet will play an important role for the progress of democracy. If a secure and convenient electronic
voting system is provided, it will be used more frequently to collect the opinion of suitable voters for many political and social decisions ranging from the Internet polling to plebiscite through cyberspace.

The Internet voting has become in reality. There are many experiments and implementations done successfully over the Internet such as the election scheme proposed by the state of California[5], Caltech–MIT joint project[9], and most recently one so called the votopia for selecting the Most Valuable Player and Best Goal Keepers of 2002 FIFA World Cup Korea/Japan. All voting schemes have successful served in the wired Internet environment where voters use desktop PC or notebook providing enough resource for quite heavy computation, and the authentication of the voting schemes follows restrict step which is dominated by each scheme. For example, the votopia selects certificate-based authentication, which is issued by specific CA of the votopia, with password-based authentication to prevent double voting.

But now, the Internet voting, including the votopia, faces a new requirement to enable voting to be satisfied the demands of people who belong to virtual community. They want to use the Internet voting ranging from the Internet polling to plebiscite. Also the Internet voting can be performed on mobile devices such as PDA (Personal Digital Assistant) or mobile phone which has limited computing resources and low power supply. The mobile voting has just begun. For example, CyberVote[10], VoteHere[48], eVoteSheffield[17] and Euro–Citi[16] try to serve mobile voting via mobile phone or PDA device. The Internet voting system as well as the mobile voting system must meet cryptographic requirements such as anonymity, privacy, completeness, fairness, verifiability, and receipt–freeness. Some mobile voting systems don’t provide end–to–end security using only encrypted channels (i.e., SSL) and simple identification mechanism (i.e., PIN code). Others attempt to apply a cryptographic voting protocol satisfied with the requirements
to their system. However, the most important point in the design of the mobile voting system is reduction of computation in a mobile device.

In this thesis, we describe the requirements of extension of the votopia with mobile voting, and extend the functionality of the votopia to general version, named as generalized votopia.

1.4 Outline of thesis

The rest of this thesis is organized as follows: In Chapter II, we introduce some related works like the classification of authentication mechanisms, P2P system including trust and a secure multicast technique for requesting information from arbitrary peers. Also an overview of the votopia and Java mobile technology are followed. The previous works, such as authentication mechanisms on the current P2P system, authentication in the votopia and previous mobile voting system, are described here. Chapter III describes our adaptive authentication protocol for P2P system with comparison. We present the extension of votopia in Chapter IV. And finally conclusions and future works of this thesis will be made in Chapter V.
II. Preliminaries

2.1 Related works

2.1.1 Classification of Authentication Mechanism

Authentication is a primary technology between any cryptographic technologies. The authentication methods can be classified into password-based, secret key-based and public key-based authentication.

Password-based authentication

Password-based authentication verifies user’s identity with the knowledge of user(password). This method spreads widely in practical system up to now because of it’s convenience. But the password-based authentication has problems as follow:

1. Registered password saved at the key center must be secret.

2. If the password is revealed, the security of authentication will be broken.

To solve problems partially, UNIX password with a block cipher DES and one-time password using oneway hash function.

Secret key-based authentication

Although this authentication method has problems that are complex key distribution and management, this method is realistic method for the authentication limited users in specific system. A typical step of secret key-based authentication is following.
1. User $A$ generates a random number $r_A$, then $A$ sends $r_A$ to user $B$.

2. User $B$ generates a random number $r_B$. $B$ sends the result of encryption with secret key $K X = E_K(B \parallel A \parallel r_A \parallel r_B)$ to $A$.

3. User $A$ decrypts $X$, then $A$ verifies $r_A$. After $A$ calculates $Y = E_K(A \parallel r_B)$, sends $Y$ to user $B$.

4. User $B$ decrypts $Y$, then verifies $r_B$.

**Public key–based authentication**

To solve key distribution and management, public key cryptography is appeared. This authentication method using public key concept can be divided into

- Using public key/digital signature (including certificate–based authentication).

- Using zero knowledge proof.

- Using identification protocol; such as FS[21] identification protocol.

In this thesis, we concentrate on certificate–based authentication. So we introduce the strong authentication protocol based on certificate as follow:

Let $D_A = (r_A, B, data_1, P_B(k_1)), D_B = (r_B, A, r_A, data_2, P_A(k_2))$.

\[ A \rightarrow B : \text{cert}_A, D_A, S_A(D_A) \]
\[ B \rightarrow A : \text{cert}_B, D_B, S_B(D_B) \]
\[ A \rightarrow B : \quad (r_B, B), S_A(r_B, B) \]
2.1.2 P2P System and Trust

A P2P system is different from the traditional client–server model because the peers work as both clients and servers as stated before. While they can request information to other servers, they also simultaneously have performed the operation of servers and responded to requests for information from other clients. The value of network increases gradually as the number of joining peer grows because it not only takes resources and services from a source, but it also has the ability to share that resources and services with other sources. These resources and services include the transaction of payment, the exchange of information, the sharing processing cycles, the sharing files, etc. The P2P computing has an additional feature that is allowing systems to have temporary associations with one another; having groups of things come to join and be active for a while, and then separate.

Such a P2P system can be categorized largely into pure and hybrid P2P system. The pure P2P shares the data and the resource in equal condition without central server. It dynamically discovers other peers on arbitrary network and interacts with each of them for sending and receiving content. Gnutella[22] and Freenet[19] are typical examples as shown in Fig. 2.1. On the other hand, the hybrid P2P has a central server which has a role about controlling and mediating the peers, but the peers communicate directly each other. Napster[37] is a well-known example of hybrid P2P as shown in Fig. 2.2.

In order to protect “the tragedy of the commons”[24] that also can be applied in digital resources, the authors [14] suggested how the accountability can be achieved by utilizing micropayments and reputations in P2P systems. Accountability measures based on micropayments require that each party offer something of value in exchanging information. Such micropayments can be categorized into nonfungible and fungible
Figure 2.1: Gnutella/Freenet–like system.

Figure 2.2: Napster–like system.
micropayments. The former does not purchase a real price, however it pays a proof of work (POW), showing that a peer performed some computationally difficult problem; a price via processing in other words. The latter uses commonly a digital cash which can offer a real cash in an exchange. Both of these schemes may be used to protect against resource allocation attacks. For selecting a trustworthy peer, the P2P systems can employ the concept of reputation to ensuring accountability. The advantage of applying the concept of reputation in authentication is to avoid dangerous peer and punish/reward via network. The previous proposal [3, 2] show how reputations and trusts can be adopted in virtual communities which is like P2P communities. Moreover, the JXTA [12] which is to establish such a decentralized trust model and to build a recommendation system from Sun Microsystems and a white paper [31] from OpenPrivacy.org provides a P2P framework for building intercommunicating systems using opinion accumulation based on the concept of reputation. But these works related in reputation concept take an initial step for designing system.

Many researches [47, 34, 33, 30, 43, 44] proposed authentication metric which can be used in formalizing and representing trust relationships between entities. The author of [4] proposed a equation to use formal representation of trust relationships through probabilistic view. We modify and apply this method to trust computing. The detail of trust computing and example are appeared in Chapter III.

2.1.3 Secure Multicasting

Canetti et al. [8] presented solutions to the authentication problem based on Message Authentication Code (MAC) with shared key mechanism which can be regarded as middle–solution between traditional MAC and digital signature. Their basic scheme proceeds as follows:
• $S$ denotes a sender whose a set of $l$ keys, where $R = \{K_1, \ldots, K_l\}$.

• Each of the receivers knows a subset of this set of keys: receiver $u$ knows the subset $R_u \subset R$.

• When $S$ sends a message $M$ it authenticates with each of the keys, using a MAC. That is, a message $M$ is accompanied with $\{\text{MAC}(K_1, M), \text{MAC}(K_2, M), \ldots, \text{MAC}(K_l, M)\}$.

• Each receiver $u$ verifies all the MACs which were created using the keys in its subset $R_u$. $u$ reject the message $M$ if any of these MACs is incorrect.

This multicast authentication scheme for a single source can be adopted effectively into transmitting recommendation messages from a peer requester to other peer who has connected in the same community with the set of keys.

2.1.4 Overview of Votopia

In this Subsection, we introduce briefly the system design and implementation of the votopia. It is quite natural assumption that all the voters can trust the admin server completely, and anybody can post, but nobody can erase or overwrite the data once written in the bulletin board. We use some cryptographic primitives such as ElGamal cryptosystem, Schnorr digital signature, and Schnorr blind signature. This ensures that the overall security of the votopia is based on the difficulty of solving discrete logarithm only.

Cryptographic Requirements

Many extensive researches [7, 20, 32, 35, 38, 45] on electronic voting have been conducted and an extensive list of cryptographic requirements for
electronic voting is available. In general, we can classify the cryptographic requirements of electronic voting system into the two parts.

**Basic Requirements**

- **Privacy:** All votes should be secret.
- **Completeness:** All valid votes should be counted correctly.
- **Soundness:** Anyone cannot disturb the voting.
- **Unreusability:** All voters can vote only one.
- **Eligibility:** Anyone who is eligible can vote.
- **Fairness:** Nothing can affect the voting.

In general most electronic voting system as well as paper voting system must meet these basic requirements at least.

**Extended Requirements**

- **Walk-away:** The voter need not to perform any action after voting.
- **Robustness:** The voting system should be successful regardless of partial failure of the system.
- **Universal verifiability:** Anyone can verify the validity of the whole voting process.
- **Receipt-freeness:** Voter should not be able to prove his or her vote to a buyer. Voter does not have any receipt for the vote to prevent vote-selling.

The universal verifiability and receipt-freeness are of great cryptographic interest, but are guessed to be very expensive for practical implementation. To the best of our knowledge, there is no relevant electronic
voting system which satisfies the basic and extended requirements together. Note that Safevote [6] presents a set of requirements in paper, electronic and Internet voting systems.

Since our goal is to design and implement the Internet voting system to be useful in practical system, universal verifiability and receipt-freeness are ignored to implement. Our design mainly focuses ourselves to provide high efficiency and low communication delay to the Internet voters satisfying with all the basic requirements including walk-away and robustness.

Architecture of the votopia

The votopia has three main stages: registration, voting and counting as most voting systems do. Before initiating these stages, the system parameter including key pairs of each servers except a voter should be generated and distributed by PKI and Java cryptographic library. In order to implement the votopia efficiently, software products made by Korean security industries have been chosen and their functions have been extended to meet the objectives of the votopia such as CA server, Java cryptolibrary, and firewall. And we implemented admin server and bulletin board under Unix system using Apache as a web server, Tomcat as a servlet container and JavaServer Page™ (JSP) implementation. The main part of admin server and bulletin board have been developed by using JSP, JDK1.2, and Java cryptolibrary. Oracle DB is used by admin server to manage a large number of informations of all voters and candidates. Bulletin board also uses an independent DB to handle ballots. All clients must get the voting signed applet which is downloadable program code executed in a web browser of a voter supporting Java. This contains necessary information to support the actual candidate selections. The key size of ElGamal cryptosystem and Schnorr digital signature are fixed to 512-bit for fast computation to a
client side.

2.1.5 Java Mobile Technology

For expanding and implementing mobile voting, Java is an important technology due to the platform-independent characteristics. Sun Microsystems has introduced Java 2 Micro Edition[26](J2ME) is suitable to mobile and handheld devices. J2ME, a highly optimized Java Runtime Environment, is categorized into two different configurations by the size of the virtual machine. For supporting the devices that have limited memory (less than 512KB) and unstable network connection, CLDC(Connected Limited Device Configuration) was designed. This configuration provides the virtual function named KVM that has limited function. In order to support more powerful mobile devices that have over 2MB memory and stable network, CDC(Connected Device Configuration) was designed. In this configuration, fully functional JVM is provided. Running above each configuration are “Profiles” which provide functions to applications. At current status, MIDP(Mobile Information Device Profile) v1.0 on CLDC, Personal Profile on CDC and MIDlet that equally supports the role of applet are available.

2.2 Previous works

2.2.1 Authentication Mechanisms on the current P2P System

In this subsection, we describe various authentication mechanisms for using P2P system till now. But we ignore some typical P2P services such as [19, 13, 49] in here because those services concentrate on providing anonymous publishing called as censorship-resistant publishing system
not authentication mechanism.

There are a number of well-known products available that permit insecure file and resource sharing in P2P. Gnutella[22], which is famous in audio file sharing, identifies a peer with IP address and pseudonym. Kazza[28] and e–Donkey[15] are a software program for sharing any files by identifying each other with their pseudonyms. SETI@Home[46] is typical example of CPU sharing system that also uses pseudonym and IP address for processing the signal.

Napster[37]–like services allow peers to use a central discovery and lookup server to find the location of audio files that can directly be downloaded from other peers. In Napster, weak authentication is supported by user’s pseudonym and password. Instant messengers[27, 25, 36, 1], that are widely spread for direct communication on the Internet, also use the password–based authentication.

To provide strong authentication, called challenge–response authentication scheme is utilized into P2P system. The authentication of Groove[23] has two different purposes. One is that their scheme binds users to their electronic identities, and the other is that link actions; such as modification to file, chat message and keystroke to electronic identities. In order to maintain multiple keys, the public/private key pairs are encapsulated in XML tag. The authors of FL02[18] proposed a solution of strong authentication based on reputation management system with PKI. They consider context–dependent feedback gathered in questionnaires.

As mentioned before, current P2P services apply three types for authentication. But all of those authentication mechanisms cannot satisfy various services from file sharing to electronic commerce(EC), also cannot provide the concept of reputation to ensure accountability among peers. Therefore, P2P system needs an adaptive authentication protocol which can accept various services and adopt the concept of reputation.
To the best of our knowledge, there is no relevant authentication mechanism which satisfies considering reputation, providing pseudonymity, guaranteeing strong authentication and minimizing the cost of issuing certificate.

2.2.2 Authentication in Votopia

The authentication of the votopia is performed through registration and voting stage.

In registration stage, a voter downloads a registration form and inputs his information required for certificate issuing. The information is encrypted with admin server’s public key and is sent to admin server. Then admin server checks that the voter has the right to vote after decrypting the Information. If the voter doesn’t have the right, admin server gives an error message. Otherwise, admin server gives the voter the right to download key generation applet. After downloading a key generation applet and generating key pairs, the voter keeps his private key in safe storage and sends his public key to admin server to request his certificate. Admin server requests the certificate issuing to CA. CA issues a certificate and store the certificate in DB instead of the voter.

In voting stage, the voter downloads a login applet and provides authentication data (ID and password). Admin server checks whether the voter has already voted or not. If the voter had already voted, admin server rejects the authorization. Otherwise, admin server gives the voter the right to download the voting applet.


2.2.3 Previous Mobile Voting Systems

CyberVote

After European industry initiated to allow the Internet voting in highly secure and verifiable way by using PC, PDA or mobile phones. It will be tested during some trial elections in Germany, in France and in Sweden. The system is based on Cramer et al.’s scheme[11] that aims at guaranteeing universal verifiability without using vote receipts and accuracy of the final tally by multiple-talliers combines the use of PKI for eligible voters registration, system modules (talliers and scrutineers) certification, result time stamping and digital signature, with the use of homomorphic functions and zero knowledge proof to guarantee universal verifiability of the results and voters’ privacy. But, the system, especially mobile voters, has communication overhead and computational complexity for proofs of knowledge and validity. So, the system provide no efficiency in voter’s point of view.

VoteHere

The system was designed by US company based on Cramer et al.’s scheme. VoteHere guarantees accuracy through multi-authority tabulator, but do not provide an efficiency in mobile devices by the same reason of CyberVote.

Euro–Citi

A European research project started in September 2000. The system will be tested during some trial elections in Greece, England and Spain. The Euro–citi platform is organized to permit system user access either from their home PC or from public places, kiosks, or from GSM terminals. For providing mobile voting, the system just use WAP(Wireless...
Application Protocol), WTLS (Wireless Transport Layer Security) and PIN (Personal Identification Number) code.

eVoteSheffield

The eVoteSheffield use mobile SMS (Short Message Service) voting with PIN code. The detailed concept of system did not define yet.
III. An Adaptive Authentication Protocol based on Reputation for P2P System

3.1 Requirements

The requirements of authentication protocol in P2P systems satisfied from pseudonymity to strong authentication to be listed as follows:

R1. Pseudonymity: The purpose of most P2P system is that a peer can easily subscribe, leave and access contents. In a trivial information transaction, a peer might want to hide their information with pseudonym. So authentication for P2P must satisfy this requirement.

R2. Strong authentication: The authentication between each peer must provide cryptographically strong mechanism to support commercial transaction. It must protect transaction between peers from possible attack, such as man-in-the-middle attack.

R3. Reputation: To ensure accountability on P2P network, the concept of reputation must be installed.

R4. Community authenticity: Each community member can recognize whether a message was sent by a community member.

R5. Guarantee: After executing serious commercial transaction between peers, this transaction can be pending in the court if it was wrong. So the requirement of a legal force that can control and settle a dispute is required. It can be achieved by a formal certificate that is guaranteed by legal CA.
R6. Flexibility: It is possible to easily adopt into any P2P systems either pure or hybrid system.

R7. Cost effectiveness: The formal certificate issued by CA needs the issuing cost. If a peer is enough to trust like family, we can request only self-signed certificate. This self-signed certificate need not extra cost.

3.2 Proposed Protocol

The first step of our scheme is to start negotiation to decide selective property such that pseudonymity or strong authentication. For supporting the decision of selective condition, the extra message field is required. This field can contain two types of operation that satisfy conditions. And then it proceeds to the next step of protocol according to the above selective condition. This step consists of two protocols; Guest and Member protocol. In Guest protocol, strong authentication scheme is ignored in order to support pseudonymity that is possible through Gnutella–like authentication using pseudonym. In Member protocol, the strong mutual authentication will be executed based on the result of trust value calculation. By using trust value, we can select the relevant certificate. Detailed operation of our scheme will be described in protocol actions.

The protocol of the proposed scheme works as follows:

Protocol. Adaptive Authentication Protocol based on Reputation (AAPR)

SUMMARY: A peer $\alpha$ sends a peer $\beta$ one message that include extra selective field and $\beta$ responds along the property of the selective field. After $\beta$ requests recommendation to the remaining peers in the same
community, the remaining peers respond recommendation results. Then \( \beta \) calculates the trust value of \( \alpha \) from received recommendations. Using variant certificate appropriate for the trust value, authentication and key establishment are performed. After \( \alpha \) and \( \beta \) finish the communication, \( \alpha \) and \( \beta \) adjust their trust value respectively.

**RESULT**: (According to user’s choice)

1. The pseudonym–based weak authentication between peers.

2. Mutually strong peer authentication and time-variant session key transport with key authentication using different source of certificate based on trustworthy.

**Notation.**
The notations of our scheme are summarized in Tables 3.1, 3.2 and 3.3.

**System setup.**

1. A peer chooses given two operations which is a value of selective fields; \( \text{sel}_G \) or \( \text{sel}_M \).

2. Each peer has its public/private key pair for encryption and signature.

3. Existing peers on same community share their key previously.

4. Each peer has the trust value of others within specific category(context).

5. Each peer has own initial weight factor of inclination toward optimistic, intermediate or pessimistic. This factor is used for initiating relationship with new peer.

6. Each peer has the table of recommendation for others. It consists of category(context), the weight factor of category(\( W_C \)) and recommendation vector as shown in Table 3.4.
Table 3.1: Cryptographic Notations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Notation</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$x$</td>
<td>peer's identity $x \in {\alpha, \beta, \Gamma}$, where $\Gamma = {\gamma_1, \ldots, \gamma_n}$, $\gamma_i \neq \alpha$ and $\gamma_i \neq \beta$ for $i = 1, 2, \ldots, n$.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$x \rightarrow y$</td>
<td>$x$ sends one message to $y$ or $Y$.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$P_x(m)$</td>
<td>$x$’s public key encryption to message $m$.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$S_x(m)$</td>
<td>$x$’s private key signature to message $m$.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$r_x$</td>
<td>random numbers of $x$.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$K_x$</td>
<td>$x$’s session key.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$CK$</td>
<td>set of community keys, where $CK = {CK_1, CK_2, \ldots, CK_l}$.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$CK_x$</td>
<td>$x$’s subset of $CK \equiv CK_x \subseteq CK$.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$MAC(CK, m)$</td>
<td>keyed Message Authentication Code.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$cert_x$</td>
<td>$x$’s certificate.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$F_{cert}$</td>
<td>formal certificate issued by legal CA.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$I_{cert}$</td>
<td>informal certificate issued by service provider or super peer node.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$S_{cert}$</td>
<td>self-signed certificate.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$V_{{cert_x}}$</td>
<td>selected $x$’s certificate.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3.2: Notations for Message passing

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Notation</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$sel_G$</td>
<td>selective message for <em>Guest protocol</em>.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$sel_M$</td>
<td>selective message for <em>Member protocol</em>.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$permit_x$</td>
<td>allow $x$ to communicate with pseudonym–based authentication.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$refuse$</td>
<td>refuse communication.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$req_m$</td>
<td>request the message $m$.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$C_{BT}$</td>
<td>critical business transaction.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 3.3: Notations for Trust relationship

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Notations</th>
<th>Definition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$R_i$</td>
<td>the range of trust, where $R_{\min} \leq R_i \leq R_{\max}$, for $i = 1, 2, \ldots, n$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$R_{\min}$</td>
<td>$R_1$ = total distrust,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$R_{\max}$</td>
<td>$R_n$ = complete trust.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$V_i$</td>
<td>trust value, where $0 \leq V_i \leq 1$ for $i = 1, 2, \ldots, n$.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$W_C$</td>
<td>weight factor of category, where $0 \leq W_C \leq 1$.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\overrightarrow{T_x}$</td>
<td>the vector of trust value of $x$ $(\text{requestor ID, category, target ID, } V_i)$.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\overrightarrow{T_{x, \gamma}}$</td>
<td>$\overrightarrow{T_x}$ from $\gamma_i \in \Gamma$ for $i = 1, 2, \ldots, n$.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\text{com}(x)$</td>
<td>calculated total trust value of $x$.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3.4: Example of recommendation table

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category (Context)</th>
<th>Weight ($W_C$)</th>
<th>Recommendation vector</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MP3FileRead</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>{ (trust value, target ID), ... }</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MP3FileWrite</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>{ (0.8, Bob), (0.95, Alice), ... }</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**Protocol messages.**

- **Guest protocol:**
  \[
  \alpha \rightarrow \beta : \text{sel}_G, \alpha \quad \text{(III.1)}
  \]
  \[
  \beta \rightarrow \alpha : \text{permit}_\alpha \quad \text{(III.2)}
  \]

- **Member protocol:**
  \[
  \alpha \rightarrow \beta : \text{sel}_M, \alpha \quad \text{(III.3)}
  \]
  \[
  \beta \rightarrow \Gamma : \text{req}_{\{T_\alpha\}} \left[ \text{MAC}(CK_\beta, \text{req}_{\{T_\alpha\}}) \right] \quad \text{(III.4)}
  \]
  \[
  \Gamma \rightarrow \beta : \overline{T_{\alpha,\gamma_1}} \left[ \text{MAC}(CK_{\gamma_1}, \overline{T_{\alpha,\gamma_1}}) \right] \quad \text{(III.5)}
  \]
  \[
  \beta : \text{Computing trust at (III.13).} \quad \text{(III.6)}
  \]
  \[
  \beta \rightarrow \alpha : \text{refuse} \quad \text{if} \quad \text{com}(\alpha) \leq R_1 \quad \text{(III.7)}
  \]
  \[
  \text{req}_{\{\text{cert}_\alpha\}} \quad \text{if} \quad R_1 < \text{com}(\alpha) \leq R_2 \quad \text{or} \quad C_{BT}
  \]
  \[
  \text{req}_{\{\text{cert}_\beta\}} \quad \text{if} \quad R_2 < \text{com}(\alpha) \leq R_3
  \]
  \[
  \text{req}_{\{\text{cert}_\gamma\}} \quad \text{if} \quad R_3 < \text{com}(\alpha) \leq R_4
  \]

Let \( D_\alpha = (r_\alpha, \beta, P_{\beta}(K_\alpha)), D_\beta = (r_\beta, \alpha, r_\alpha, P_{\alpha}(K_\beta)) \).

\[
\alpha \rightarrow \beta : V_{\{\text{cert}_\alpha\}}, D_\alpha, S_{\alpha}(D_\alpha) \quad \text{(III.8)}
\]

\[
\beta \rightarrow \alpha : V_{\{\text{cert}_\beta\}}, D_\beta, S_{\beta}(D_\beta) \quad \text{(III.9)}
\]

\[
\alpha \rightarrow \beta : (r_\beta, \beta), S_{\alpha}(r_\beta, \beta) \quad \text{(III.10)}
\]

\[
\alpha, \beta : \text{Adjusting trust value} \quad \text{(III.11)}
\]

**Computing trust.**

In order to calculate total trust value of a target peer, we have adopted and modified the probabilistic computing method used in [4]. But any computing method can be applied into our scheme to support flexibility. \( R_{\max} \), which can be expanded to any range, the maximum trust value means that \( \beta \) trusts \( \alpha \) completely. If a peer can define the range, such as selecting from bad, middle and good, then the value of \( R_{\max} \) is 3.
Simple model
Let the recommendation (indirect) trust value is $V_1$ where $\alpha \Rightarrow \ldots \Rightarrow \gamma_1$ ($\Rightarrow$: indirect trust), and the direct trust value is $V_2$ where $\gamma_1 \rightarrow \beta$ ($\rightarrow$: direct trust). Then, the trust value of $\alpha \Rightarrow \ldots \Rightarrow \gamma_1 \rightarrow \beta$ with considering the weight factor of category $W_C$ is

$$\text{com}(\alpha) = R_{\text{max}} \cdot \left\{ 1 - (1 - W_C \cdot V_2)^{W_C \cdot V_1} \right\} \quad \text{(III.12)}$$

Generalized model
When a peer requests recommendation to others, multiple recommendations for single target peer can be arrived. All direct and indirect recommendations in same category have to combine in one value. If for each $1 \leq i \leq m$, there are $n_i$ distinct paths from $\alpha$ to $\beta$ with edge $\gamma_i \rightarrow \beta$, with direct trust values $V_{i,1}, \ldots, V_{i,n_i}$, then combined total trust value with $W_C$ is

$$\text{com}(\alpha) = R_{\text{max}} \cdot \left\{ 1 - \prod_{i=1}^{m} \left( 1 - \prod_{j=1}^{n_i} (1 - W_C \cdot V_{i,j}) \right) \right\} \quad \text{(III.13)}$$

Protocol actions.
A peer who wants to connect with other peer select initial field from given two operation $\text{sel}_G$ and $\text{sel}_M$ for negotiate to decide $\text{Guest}$ or $\text{Member protocol}$ such that satisfies the following conditions: “strong authentication is not required or required”. If an initiator peer $\alpha$ chooses $\text{sel}_G$ and sends identifier $\alpha$ in step (III.1), then $\beta$ sends $\text{permit}_\alpha$ in step (III.2). And then $\alpha$ and $\beta$ can communicate with each other. However, it does not influence their reputations.

If an initiator peer $\alpha$ chooses $\text{sel}_M$ and sends identifier in step (III.3), then $\beta$ requests context–dependent trust vector of $\alpha$ to $\Gamma$ in same community on step (III.4). After $\beta$ receives the trust vector from $\Gamma$ at step
(III.5), $\beta$ performs the calculation of trust value in step (III.6). $\beta$ determines which certificate is required. And it can request appropriate certificate or refuse all communication in step (III.7). If $\text{com}(\alpha) \leq R_1$ which means total trust value of $\alpha$ less than the degree of total distrust, then $\beta$ refuses all communication. If $R_1 < \text{com}(\alpha) \leq R_2$ or $C_{BT}$ message enabled by $\beta$, $\beta$ cannot trust $\alpha$ and so requests a formal certificate issued by legal CA. $R_2 < \text{com}(\alpha) \leq R_3$ means that $\beta$ has a middle trustworthy to $\alpha$. $\beta$ requests informal certificate which is issued from super peer node or control server. The super peer means the leader peer of the community, and the control server represents a kind of server which is managed by a specific P2P service provider. When the trust value meets a condition like $R_3 < \text{com}(\alpha) \leq R_4$, $\beta$ trusts sufficiently $\alpha$ like trust relationship between family. So $\beta$ requests self-signed certificate to $\alpha$. Of course, the range of trust value from $R_1$ to $R_4$ can be decided by $\beta$.

Before step (III.8), the peer $\alpha$ generates random number $r_\alpha$ and obtains a session key $K_\alpha$, and then sends $V_{\{\text{cert}_\alpha\}},D_\alpha$ and $S_\alpha(D_\alpha)$ to $\beta$. The peer $\beta$ verifies the authenticity of $V_{\{\text{cert}_\alpha\}}$, extracts $\alpha$’s signature public key, and verifies $\alpha$’s signature on the data $D_\alpha$. $\beta$ then checks the identifier and $r_\alpha$ in message of step (III.8). Then $\beta$ also generates $r_\beta$ and sends message of step (III.9) to $\alpha$. The peer $\alpha$ carries out actions analogous to those carried out by $\beta$. If all checks succeed, $\alpha$ declares the authentication of $\beta$ successful, sends message of step (III.10) for verification, and saves key $K_\beta$. After receiving the message, $\beta$ verifies it. If all checks are passed, $\beta$ declares the authentication of $\alpha$ to be successful, decrypts $K_\alpha$ using its private key, and saves this shared key. Now $\alpha$ and $\beta$ communicate with each other using session-key.

After completing all communication between $\alpha$ and $\beta$, they adjust their trust value respectively. Finally, they insert the trust value of other party into their recommendation table.
Examples of Trust Computing.

We present two examples of trust computing for understanding.

EXAMPLE 1.

We assume that a peer $\alpha$ want to be authenticated by $\beta$ in category “MP3FileWrite”. Let $\alpha \Rightarrow \gamma_1 = V_1$, $\gamma_1 \rightarrow \beta = V_2$, $R_{max}$ of $\beta$ is 3 and $\beta$’s $R_1 = 0, R_2 = 1, R_3 = 2, R_4 = 3$. The recommendation table of $\beta$ is shown in Table 3.5, and the recommendation table of $\gamma_1$ is shown in Table 3.6

Table 3.5: Recommendation table of $\beta$

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MP3FileRead</th>
<th>1.0</th>
<th>$(0.9, \gamma_1), \ldots$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MP3FileWrite</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>$(0.8, \gamma_1), \ldots$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>................................</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3.6: Recommendation table of $\gamma_1$

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MP3FileRead</th>
<th>0.95</th>
<th>$(0.8, \beta), (1.0, \alpha), \ldots$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MP3FileWrite</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>$(0.9, \beta), (1.0, \alpha), \ldots$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>........................................</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

We recall the equation III.12, then we can get

\[
com(\alpha) = 3 \cdot \left\{ 1 - (1 - 0.8 \cdot 0.8)^{0.8 \cdot 1.0} \right\} \\
= 3 \cdot \left\{ 1 - (0.36)^{0.8} \right\} \\
= 3 \cdot 0.442 \\
= 1.326
\]

The requested certificate is informal certificate of $\alpha$ due to the condition of the protocol step III.7.
EXAMPLE 2.

We assume that a peer $\alpha$ want to be authenticated by $\beta$ in category “MP3FileRead”. Let $\alpha \Rightarrow \gamma_1 \rightarrow \beta$, $\alpha \Rightarrow \gamma_3 \rightarrow \beta$, $\alpha \Rightarrow \gamma_4 \Rightarrow \gamma_2 \rightarrow \beta$, $R_{\max}$ of $\beta$ is 3 and $\beta$‘s $R_1 = 0, R_2 = 1, R_3 = 2, R_4 = 3$. The recommendation table of $\beta$, $\gamma_1$, $\gamma_2$, $\gamma_3$ and $\gamma_4$ are shown in Tables 3.7, 3.8, 3.9, 3.10, 3.11 respectively.

Table 3.7: Recommendation table of $\beta$

| MP3FileRead | 1.0 | {$(0.9, \gamma_1), (0.95, \gamma_2), \ldots$} |
| MP3FileWrite | 0.8 | {$(0.8, \gamma_1), (0.4, \gamma_2), \ldots$} |
| ... | ... | ............................................. |

Table 3.8: Recommendation table of $\gamma_1$

| MP3FileRead | 1.0 | {$(0.95, \beta), (1.0, \alpha), \ldots$} |
| MP3FileWrite | 0.7 | {$(0.7, \beta), (1.0, \alpha), \ldots$} |
| ... | ... | ............................................. |

Table 3.9: Recommendation table of $\gamma_2$

| MP3FileRead | 0.9 | {$(0.8, \beta), (0.9, \gamma_3), (0.8, \gamma_4), \ldots$} |
| MP3FileWrite | 0.8 | {$(0.7, \beta), (0.9, \gamma_3), (0.7, \gamma_4), \ldots$} |
| ... | ... | ............................................. |

We recall the equation III.13, then we can get

$$com(\alpha) = 3 \cdot \sqrt{1 - 0.272}(1 - 0.147)(1 - 0.1)$$
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Table 3.10: Recommendation table of $\gamma_3$

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MP3FileRead</th>
<th>0.9</th>
<th>{(0.9, $\alpha$), (1.0, $\gamma_2$), $\ldots$}</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MP3FileWrite</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>{(0.7, $\alpha$), (1.0, $\gamma_2$), $\ldots$}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>......................................................</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3.11: Recommendation table of $\gamma_4$

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MP3FileRead</th>
<th>0.85</th>
<th>{(0.8, $\alpha$), (0.6, $\gamma_2$), $\ldots$}</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MP3FileWrite</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>{(0.7, $\alpha$), (0.5, $\gamma_2$), $\ldots$}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>......................................................</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$$= 3 \cdot \sqrt{0.728 \cdot 0.853} \cdot 0.9$$
$$= 3 \cdot \sqrt{0.621} \cdot 0.9$$
$$= 3 \cdot 0.709$$
$$= 2.1276$$

The requested certificate is self-signed certificate of $\alpha$ due to the condition of the protocol step III.7.

### 3.3 Comparison

In this Section, we compare AAPR with others. The comparison is performed whether satisfy the requirements from $R1$ to $R7$ for P2P authentication or not.

A challenge–response strong authentication based on certificate, which is self–signed or trusted introducer–signed who has no legal force, is provided by using directly PGP[50] in P2P authentication. And it can be easily adopted in any P2P system because of its flexible trust model.
called “web of trust”. So, this scheme supports \( R_2, R_6 \) and \( R_7 \), but does not support \( R_4 \) and \( R_5 \). And it partially support \( R_1 \) and \( R_3 \) because of following two reasons. First, if peer can register different e–mail address, then he can manipulate the key pairs that is generated from an identifier (like pseudonym) and e-mail address of peer. Second, to build a key–ring for trust, the trusted PGP users introduce others but it provides only restrict reputation mechanism.

We can apply directly into existing P2P system that the authentication can utilize PKI[42] which the certificate is issued by a legal trustworthy CA. This scheme satisfies \( R_2 \) and \( R_5 \). However, the restrict properties like satisfying legal force, existing TTP(Trusted Third Party), paying cost for issuing formal certificate, etc. is the reason that PKI cannot support \( R_1, R_3, R_4, R_6 \) and \( R_7 \).

Four requirements\((R_2, R_4, R_6, R_7)\) are provided with the attributes of Groove network. Because this system support rigorous authentication in specific network for the environment of collaborating work, it does not achieve \( R_1 \). Also this system neither has legal force nor the concept of reputation. So, two requirements\((R_3, R_5)\) is not accomplished.

Although the FL02 is designed originally for P2P system with the concept of reputation, it just satisfy two requirements\((R_2, R_3)\).

Our proposed scheme supports all requirements: \( R_1 \) is achieved by using selective field which can permit restrict power in Guest protocol. If a critical business occurs or not enough to trust a peer, we request formal certificate to the peer\((R_5)\). Our scheme provides certificate–based strong authentication\((R_2)\), so we meet security from possible attacks like replay, man–in–the middle attack, etc. \( R_4 \) is accomplished by using secure multicasting mechanism. Nevertheless our scheme does not need particular server, it can perform well with any server. Because a hybrid P2P is subset of a pure P2P\((R_6)\). We adopt the concept of reputation to choose safe peer\((R_3)\) and use variant certificate to minimize
the cost of certificate ($R7$). The result of comparison is summarized in Table 3.12. In this table, symbols : $\bigcirc$, $\bigtriangleup$ and $\times$ that mean the degree of supporting the component of requirements by each corresponding scheme: support, partially support and no support, respectively.

Table 3.12: The comparison of authentication for P2P

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>PGP</th>
<th>PKI</th>
<th>Groove[23]</th>
<th>FL02[18]</th>
<th>AAPR</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$R1$</td>
<td>$\bigtriangleup$</td>
<td>$\times$</td>
<td>$\times$</td>
<td>$\times$</td>
<td>$\bigcirc$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$R2$</td>
<td>$\bigcirc$</td>
<td>$\bigcirc$</td>
<td>$\bigcirc$</td>
<td>$\bigcirc$</td>
<td>$\bigcirc$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$R3$</td>
<td>$\bigtriangleup$</td>
<td>$\times$</td>
<td>$\times$</td>
<td>$\bigcirc$</td>
<td>$\bigcirc$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$R4$</td>
<td>$\times$</td>
<td>$\times$</td>
<td>$\bigcirc$</td>
<td>$\times$</td>
<td>$\bigcirc$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$R5$</td>
<td>$\times$</td>
<td>$\bigcirc$</td>
<td>$\times$</td>
<td>$\times$</td>
<td>$\bigcirc$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$R6$</td>
<td>$\bigcirc$</td>
<td>$\times$</td>
<td>$\bigcirc$</td>
<td>$\times$</td>
<td>$\bigcirc$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$R7$</td>
<td>$\bigcirc$</td>
<td>$\times$</td>
<td>$\bigcirc$</td>
<td>$\times$</td>
<td>$\bigcirc$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
IV. Extension of Votopia to General Internet Voting

4.1 Type of the Internet Voting

There are many voting systems, those are included from paper–based to the Internet voting, for decision making in any society. Here, we describe the type of the Internet voting which can be adapted into decision making in virtual community as follow:

- Voting supervised by government : The voting to elect representatives of nation such as presidential election, plebiscite, etc. This voting needs not only cryptographically strong protocol, but also has legal basis and validity. If a voter want to proof his identity rigorously, he must exhibit formal certificate issued by legal CA.

- Restrict voting : The voting for elect a member of directory in such company, institute, academy, etc. The community which is limited specific area can issue informal certificate for guaranteeing member’s identity.

- Internet polling : The voting for a public–opinion poll. The Internet polling with cookie information to prevent double voting is a popular practical system. However, this polling system is very weak in the point of cryptographic view. As a substitute cookie information, we can use self–signed certificate with the seed value which is sent from polling server via network or e–mail.
4.2 Requirements

While preserving the overall architecture of the votopia, we have to consider the following requirements for generalized votopia with serving mobile devices as a voting client:

1. **Cryptographic Requirement** : At least mobile voting must satisfy the cryptographic requirements which was offered by the votopia previously.

2. **Portability** : Generalized votopia have to support any voting system ranging from the Internet polling to plebiscite. This requirement can be supported by using multiple certificate, from formal certificate issued by official CA to self-signed certificate issued by voter himself.

3. **Computational and Communicational Requirement** : To overcome limitation of computational power of mobile devices, most computational work such as key generation for clients should be performed at server side. Only useful information is sent to users. The binary code sent to user must be optimized too. In addition, server side should have a recognizing mechanism which kind of clients is connecting to server.

4. **Device Requirement** : Mobile devices used in the votopia must support TCP/IP protocol stack (regardless of communication media) and Java virtual machine for achieving platform independence.

4.3 Proposed Voting System

In this session, we proposed our design and main protocol step for generalized votopia supporting with mobile voting. For convenience, our
notations are follow:

**Notations**

- **AS**: Admin Server.
- **CT**: Counting Server.
- **WS**: Web Server.
- **B()**: Blinding function.
- **UB()**: Unblinding function.
- **BB**: Bulletin board and ballot box.
- **VTi**: Voter i.
- **vti**: vote value by VTi.
- **Ci**: VTi’s selected certificate.

As shown in Fig. 4.1, our system consists of three stages: registration, voting, and counting stages. The details of each stage as follow:

**Registration Stage**

(R1) VTi access AS via WS to download a registration form and certificate manager Applet or MIDlet as shown in Fig. 4.2. In order to extend the votopia to general purpose, and solve low computational limitation of mobile devices to eliminating key generation, the certificate manager can download and manage various certificate such as simplified certificate for the votopia, official X.509v3 certificate which is issued from CA companies like certificate for Internet banking. VTi can retrieve official certificate and
Figure 4.1: Architecture of Generalized Votopia
encrypted private key from stored-data in his computer. And also
AS can issue $C_i$ by using $VT_i$’s registration information through
CA. All certificate is managed by certificate manager.

![Certificate Manager for Generalized Votopia](image)

Figure 4.2: Certificate Manager for Generalized Votopia

(R2) After downloading or issuing certificate $C_i$, $VT_i$ keeps his enc-
rypted private key and certificate in safe storage such as smart
card, flash ROM installed in his device, hard disk with encryption
using pass-phrase.

(R3) All information that related in voting are passed through secure
channel like using SSL. Especially, the registration information of
$VT_i$ is encrypted with $AS$’s public key and is sent to $AS$. The $AS$ checks $VT_i$ has the right to vote after decrypting the information. If $VT_i$ doesn’t have the right, $AS$ gives an error message. Otherwise $AS$ gives $VT_i$ the right to download voting client ($Applet$ or $MIDlet$).

**Voting Stage**

(V1) After downloading voting client to enter voting stage, $VT_i$ provides authentication data (ID, password and selected certificate). $AS$ checks whether the voter has already voted or not. If $VT_i$ had already voted, $AS$ rejects the authorization. Otherwise, $AS$ gives $VT_i$ the right to download suitable voting client.

(V2) Using the voting client, $VT_i$ selects vote $vt_i$ of his choice and encrypts $vt_i$ with $CT$’s public key of the ElGamal encryption as $x_i = E_{CT}(vt_i)$. $VT_i$ blinds $x_i$ as $e_i = B(x_i, r_i)$, where $r_i$ is a randomly chosen blinding factor. $VT_i$ signs $e_i$ as $s_i = S_i(e_i)$ and sends $(ID_i, e_i, s_i)$ to $AS$.

(V3) $AS$ verifies the signature $s_i$ of message $e_i$. If $s_i$ is valid, then $AS$ signs $e_i$ as $d_i = S_A(e_i)$ and sends $d_i$ to $VT_i$. At the end of the voting stage, $AS$ announces the number of voters receiving $AS$’s signature, and publishes the final list as $(ID_i, e_i, s_i)$.

(V4) $VT_i$ retrieves the desired signature $y_i$ of ballot $x_i$ by $y_i = UB(d_i, r_i)$. $VT_i$ checks whether $y_i$ is $AS$’s signature for $x_i$. If this check fails, $VT_i$ claims it by showing that $(x_i, y_i)$ is invalid.

(V5) $VT_i$ sends $(x_i, y_i)$ to $BB$ via anonymous channel.

**Counting Stage**
(C1) $CT$ verifies the signature $y_i$ of $x_i$. If the verification fails, $CT$ claims that $y_i$ is not a valid signature of $x_i$ and exclude the vote from further steps of the counting stage.

(C2) $CT$ decrypts ballot $x_i$ and retrieves vote $vt_i$ as $vt_i = D_{CT}(x_i)$. $CT$ store the voting results to DB.

(C3) After the period of voting is over, $CT$ publishes the voting results by using $BB$.

4.4 Comparison

In this Section, we briefly compare generalized votopia($GV$) with others. The comparison is divided into two parts. The first comparison is performed in points of providing cryptographic requirements($CR$) and portability($PO$). The second comparison is executed in points of communication overhead($CO$) and computational complexity($CC$) for consideration of the limitations of mobile devices. Especially, we consider that compare $CO$ and $CC$ in viewpoints of capability of mobile device, not in server side. Also $CR$ is most important factor among all other factors.

Through all voting steps, CyberVote($CV$), VoteHere($VH$), Votopia($VT$) and $GV$ was based on cryptographically strong voting scheme such as Cramer et al.’s scheme[11], Ohkubo et al.’s scheme[39], etc., that were satisfied the cryptographic requirements, but eVoteSheffield($ES$) and Euro–Citi($EC$) do not meet these requirements. $ES$ and $EC$ just provide the security in network level with WTLS or PIN code identification. In the point of $PO$, only $GV$ supports it because of applying adaptive authentication based on multiple certificate. Since $ES$ and $EC$ do not have complex voting step, they are achieved low computational and communication overhead. But, most voting system needs complex
step for generating proof of validity, generating public/private key, etc. So, CV, VH and VT necessarily meet heavy computational and communicational overhead. Because our proposed voting system reduces most operation which is the generation work as stated before in client side, we can attain tradeoff. It can be achieved by committing the operation to server side which has more computational and communicational power rather than client has.

The result of comparison is summarized in Table 4.1. In this Table, we use symbols : ○, △ and × that mean the degree of supporting CR and PO by each corresponding scheme : support, partially support and no support, respectively. And the symbols : L, M and H that mean low, middle and high complexity, respectively.

Table 4.1: The comparison of the Internet voting system

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CR</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>△</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PO</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>○</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CO</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CC</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>M</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
V. Conclusions and Future work

For establishing and maintaining virtual community, the most useful approaches are that we can think P2P system as a tool for establishing the community on the Internet, and the Internet voting can be regarded as the way to assert their opinions. However, P2P and the Internet voting system are hesitated people about many security problems. So, we propose an adaptive authentication based on multiple certificate to solve the problems in point of authentication. We can summarized our two contributions as following:

First, the P2P computing can be applied to large scale network for sharing information and resource over a network, which has never seen before. Although this enables rapid progress because of its pseudonymity, the lack of security of P2P system makes them less attractive. As well there is no mutual authentication protocol considering pseudonymity, the concept of reputation and the effectiveness of certificate issuing cost. Hence, we proposed an adaptive authentication protocol based on reputation for P2P system that satisfies the requirements. Moreover, we also consider the context-dependent reputation concept for ensuring accountability and propose briefly the method of computing trust among peers that present the way to select variant certificate from a standard certificate issued by legal CA to a flexible self-signed certificate issued by peer itself. We can conclude that our scheme may solve most of the authentication problems in any type of P2P systems which can be either pure or hybrid one.

Second, the Internet voting system makes people to participate easily in voting. But current voting system, including the votopia, was not suitable for many different types of voting. So we extend original votopia to general version through utilizing multiple certificate. Also we
consider mobile devices, that have limitations in computing resources, therefore voters are able to cast conveniently their vote in any where at any time.

As the future work, AAPR protocol needs that the part of trust measurement and calculation must be extended to be in a more formal way. And also bootstrapping which called as the first initial step of trust relationship is one of open problems. In order to implement completely generalized votopia, further works like binary code optimization that can be downloaded into mobile devices, adapting certificate manager in current voting client, defining the formal location of certificate in user’s device must be executed. One of DB tables for saving user’s certificate (“voters” table) will be eliminated, and also the part of retrieving public key in admin server for verifying user’s signature should be modified.
가상 커뮤니티를 위한
선택적 인증기법에 관한 연구

이론

인터넷 및 정보기술의 발전으로 인해 많은 사람들이 가상 커뮤니티(Virtual Community)를 만들어 자신의 의견을 표출하고 싶어하는 현상이 두드러지게 나타나고 있다. 이런 가상 커뮤니티를 생성하는 문제에 있어 무엇보다 중요하게 고려할 것은 어떻게 그 커뮤니티를 만들 것인가와 어떻게 커뮤니티에 속해 있는 사람들의 의견을 도출해 낼 수 있는가 하는 점이다. 많은 접근 방법들을 고려해 볼 수 있지만, 가상 유용한 접근방법 중 하나는 피어 투 피어(Peer-to-Peer, P2P) 시스템을 인터넷 커뮤니티 구성을 위한 도구로 보는 것이며, 인터넷투표 시스템(Internet Voting System)을 이용하여 커뮤니티 구성원의 의견을 이끌어 낼 수 있도록 하는 것이다. 하지만 P2P 시스템과 인터넷투표 시스템을 가상 커뮤니티에 활용하기에는 아직 많은 보완 문제들이 도시리고 있다. 특히 사용자에 대한 인증 문제가 중요한 관심사라 할 수 있다.

우리는 본 논문을 통해 효율적인 인증을 제공하는 두 가지의 시스템을 제안하고자 하며, 적용성을 가지는 P2P 인증 프로토콜과 기존에 개발되어 성공적으로 실험을 마친 인터넷투표 시스템 보토피아(Votopia)를 적용성을 가지는 인증을 기반으로 확장 및 일반화 시켜 나가고자 하는 것이 그 두 가지 시스템의 목표이다.

이론 전까지만 해도 인터넷상의 통신 기술은 서버 중심의 시스템이 주류를 이루고 있었으나 최근에는 분산 컴퓨팅(Distributed Computing)의 한 종류로 볼 수 있는 P2P 시스템이 각광을 받기 시작하였다. 이런 P2P 시스템은 인스턴트 메세징(Instant Messaging), 협업
컴퓨팅(Collaborate Computing) 등과 같이 활용되고 있을 뿐 아니라
사람들 사이를 이어주는 다리와 같은 기반으로 생각되어 지고 있다.
실제 사람과 사람간의 신뢰 관계와 마찬가지로 각 피어(Peer)들 간에
는 무척 복잡한 신뢰 관계를 형성하고 있으며, 이런 관계는 복잡한 보
안 문제를 야기한다. 이런 복잡한 문제들 가운데 특히 피어들 간의 인
증 문제가 중요하게 부각되고 있는 실정이다. 하지만 P2P 통신망은
그 빠른 확장을 가능하게 했던 가명성(Pseudonymity)을 지원해야 할
뿐만 아니라 향후 상업적으로 활용되기 위하여 강력한 인증(Strong
Authentication)까지 포함하는 문제를 안고 있다. 따라서 위와 같은
상반된 조건을 만족시키는 적응성을 가지는 평판 시스템(Reputation
System)에 기반한 P2P 인증 프로토콜(Adaptive Authentication Proto-
col based on Reputation)을 제안하고자 한다. 본 프로토콜은 또한 문
맥(Context) 혹은 범주(Category)에 따른 평판을 고려하였으며, 적절
한 인증서(Certificate)를 선택적으로 사용하여 인증서 발급시의 비용
을 최소화하는 관점에서 작성되었다.
인터넷 투표를 이용하여 많은 사람들의 의견을 모는 것은 암호
프로토콜 본요 중에 매우 새로운 도전 가능성을 가진 분야이다. 암호
프로토콜을 기반으로 하여 다양한 투표 시스템이 설계되고 구현되었
으며, 공개키 기반(PKI) 기술과 자바(Java) 기술을 이용하여 웹드랍 최
우수선수와 최우수 골키퍼를 선정하는 투표를 통해 실험된 보도 피아
는 매우 성공적인 인터넷 투표 설계 및 구현 사례이다. 하지만 보도 피아
는 사용자의 네트워크 환경이 유선으로 연결되어 있으며 성능이 우
수한 컴퓨터를 사용한다는 가정과 자체적으로 운영한 인증기관(CA)
를 통해 발급 받은 인증서만을 사용하여야만 하는 단점을 가지고 있
다. 따라서 본 논문에서는 적응성을 가지는 인증을 통해 인터넷 어른
조사에서 부터 실질적인 국민투표에 이르기까지 활용할 수 있도록
보도 피아를 확장하였으며, 이동장치(Mobile device)와 같은 제약적인
조건까지 수용할 수 있도록 하였다.
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